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CHILD STUDY
Following All the Children

Ø Montessori-based approach to RTI/MTSS

Ø Resolving difficulties early

Ø Wide range of data to support student 
development



CENTRAL QUESTION

How do we support the children who need us most?

A sense of wonder, concentration, joy, and interest is what we want to see in all our children. How can we get more of that?



WHAT IS RTI?

A Procedure
For identifying students for SPED

A Regulation
Required by the district, state & federal government

A Substitute
For the “discrepancy model”



WHAT IS RTI?

A Method
Of meeting the child’s needs

An Orientation
Toward the child

An Alternative
To labeling, over-identifying and isolating children



RTI TIERS

Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1



FANTASY

Normalized classroom
Child with 
challenges



REALITY

Poor sleeping

Receptive Language

Anxiety
Inhibition

Sensory Integration

Attention

Working Memory



WHAT DO WE NEED TO DO IN MONTESSORI SCHOOLS?

We must help the child to act for [themselves], will for [themselves], think 
for [themselves]; this is the art of those who aspire to serve the spirit.”

-Education for a New World



Tier 3

Tier 2

Tier 1



TIER I 

Montessori instruction: Mixed-age grouping, differentiated instruction, 
extended work periods, universal screens, standard progress monitoring

For Children on the Radar: Pre-work; Family Meeting + Action Plan; Child 
Study Meeting + Action Plan

TIER II 
Assessment & Consultation

CS expands to include specialists
and clinicians for consultation

TIER III



TIER I: 
On the Radar

TIER II: 
Assessment & Consultation

TIER III
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TIER I

On the Radar

Who is showing signs of difficulty?
What obstacles are in the way of healthy development?
What modifications can be made to remove obstacles?

How will we monitor progress?

(1) Pre-work                                (2) Family Meeting + Action Plan                            (3) Child Study Meeting + Action Plan 

Progress is monitored through classroom record-keeping; Universal Screens provide baseline data 



TIER II

Assessment & Consultation

Who can help locate sources of difficulty?
What can assessment tell us about the child? 

What special supports could help?

(1) Review outcomes for previous Action Plan                    (2) Family Meeting                      (3) Child Study Meeting & new Action Plan

Clinical services –– Social Worker, Speech & Language Therapist, Occupational Therapist ––join the team for consultation.
Secondary, diagnostic screens, and evaluations inform the process.



Last Stop before referral
Emphasis on documentation

TIER III

Last Stop before referral
Emphasis on documentation

One-on-One Support
Referral to Special Ed



CHILD STUDY IS EARLY RESPONSE

Thoughtful          
Response 

Ongoing Observation 

& Documentation

Rapid Response

Identifying challenges early
Team Consultation, Family Engagement, 

collaboration with clinicians

Universal Screens, Meticulous Record-keeping, 
Progress Monitoring



MANAGING THE PROCESS

ØMontessori lessons 
anchor action plans

Ø 4-6 week period ends 
with progress 
monitoring 

TIER I

Ø Consultation with clinicians & 
consultants as needed

Ø Intervention & data 
collection are more intense

Ø Progress monitoring can be 
bi-weekly

TIER II
Ø Early Intervention Team -
Ø Strong progress 

monitoring: weekly

TIER III



TRADITIONAL BEHAVIOR PLANS

GOAL:
“extinguish” undesirable behavior using a combination of 

(a) clear and consistent boundaries and 

(b) selected incentives or consequences. 



SSSSSS

MONTESSORI APPROACH

Ø Appreciation of the individual: one child 
at a time + seeing the whole child

Ø Belief in unmanifested potential: seeing 
the child who is not yet there

Ø Constructivist approach: patience and 
willingness to foster meaningful changes 
over instant gratification

Child Study is the long game, a game of incremental progress. 

It’s about fostering meaningful changes––changes that come within the child and that will be evident across environments.



FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT



DISCOVERY OF THE CHILD

“Our care of the child should be governed, not by the desire to make [them] learn things, but by the 
endeavor always to keep burning within [them] that light which is called intelligence.”

That is our mandate –– to keep that light burning within the child, to bring that child from the inside towards a love of learning in an environment where they 
feel safe, seen and heard.



OBSERVATION

Gives us the ability to note obstacles, lagging skills and unmet needs

Our lens needs to be wide. Just through the lens, we see a tiny bit of the picture –– the behavior. We want to see the whole picture. What’s the 
function of the behavior? What’s influencing the behavior?... What is getting in the way?



Unmet Needs Lagging Skills Obstacles

What do they need? What do they not yet know 
how to do?

What is in the way?

Connection
Love
Food
Sleep
Quiet

Communicate
Read

Make friends
Wait

You
Another child

Family situation
Chronic stress

Trauma

In general, these questions help frame our conversation to look at the big picture and address their needs more effectively.



LANGUAGE OF REVERENCE

“Oppressive language does more than represent violence. It is violence.”
–Toni Morrison

Nobel Prize in Literature



LANGUAGE OF REVERENCE

Was Is

Chooses not to listen Is having difficulty following… when…

Is Aggressive Expressed themselves physically by…when…

Tantrum Big feelings

Attention seeking Connection seeking

Defiant Exerting will

Misbehaving Having a difficult moment


